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Transformed a dormant marketing dept of 25 into one befitting its #1 sales status 
by driving rigor, simplicity, and strategy into each process and team member.
Placed right bodies in right seats, adding training, structure, and autonomy. Grew 
beyond analog: transformed campaigns with simple, smart strategies. Netted YoY 
increased B2C/B2C and new direct sales on Amazon. Led first true product 
launches and elevated competitive elements by beautifying collateral, 
standardizing brand elements, initiating digital/mobile first, implementing 
automated CRM campaigns, and pushing website redevelopment.
Guided education team to move from disparate training to centralized LMS, new 
video and interactive tools for increased reach, retention, and reviews. 

Sole entrepreneur consulting on operational, strategic and brand work for
individuals, agencies, and small businesses across traditional and digital mediums.
Specializing in overhauling the basics from brand identity, websites, comms plans,
social and campaigns to match the goals at each stage of the funnel.

Serving up leadership, strategy, and a 

side of moxie to fuel brand dreams, 

elevate team potential, and delight 

customers with ingenuity and spice.

CarriePhair.com 
  CarePhair@gmail.com  

 831.915.7524 

EDUCATION

SKILLS

PASSIONS

M.B.A. Rady School of Management 

2005-2007  Dean’s Fellowship  

B.A. in Economics U.C. San Diego 

2002-2005 Cum laude, Dean’s List

Efficient and effective doer 

of campaigns, project management, 

data, copy, and  creative across 

business solutions: Microsoft Office, 

Google Analytics/Adwords, 

SharePoint, Clarizen, Aprimo, 

JIRA/Confluence, Hootsuite, Sprout, 

ePMX, ADP, ThinkCell, SmartBuy,  

Exceptional communicator in 

English, Spanish, & American Sign 

Language 

Well-versed in HR, legal, hiring, re- 

structuring, and training

The Great Outdoors: running, yoga, 

hiking and cycling

Books and education: from historical 

fictions to online courses + tutoring

Baking: without recipes

Community: Loaves & Fishes, Casa de 

Amistad, Coastal Roots, Feeding SD

HEWLETT PACKARD 
GLOBAL SOCIAL STRATEGY MANAGER  
GLOBAL INTEGRATED MARKETING MANAGER 
BUSINESS STRATEGY & CREATIVE MANAGER 
GLOBAL MARKETING OPERATIONS MANAGER 
2008-2016

CHUAO CHOCOLATIER 
MARKETING AND OPS CONSULTANT 
2007

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
MARKETING STRATEGIST INTERN 
2006

Worldwide strategic and creative campaign manager, with initiatives ranging 
from $10M down to shoestring budgets. Won multiple awards with my team, 
including "Best Guerrilla market Award", "Best Retail Toolkit", Top 2013 Series.
Directed first global social strategy focusing on millennial engagement. 
Co-developed and deployed comprehensive HP brand architecture re-haul 
across 100 countries to achieve global unity and brand defense. 
Pioneered live van tour and HP's first mobile text offer- 30% YoY sales growth.
Sparked engagement/conversion of the neglected 13M printer installed base.
Implemented customer CRM and managed complex ad/media partnerships.
Produced 30+ ad, product, training, education videos for TV/social/web. 

Hired to assess internal programs across HQ and storefronts, honed in on largest 
deficit in employee training and retention.  After assessment, authored Chuao’s 
employee manual to establish operational efficiency and consistency. 
Reconfigured café incentive structure, lifting engagement and loyalty.

Tasked with evaluating and improving cross-marketing + sales processes.
Developed quantitative classification system of non-investment businesses in 
semiconductor space to assess new partnerships. 
Implemented a cross-functional "voice of employee" program to restructure GE’s 
traditional sales guide leading to earlier marketing and sales alignment.

STATED- MARKETING & STRATEGY CONSULTING  
BRAND AND MARKETING MAVEN         
PRESENT

https://www.carriephair.com/

